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Abstract—Lazy abstraction with interpolants, also known as
the Impact algorithm, is en vogue as a state-of-the-art software
model-checking technique for sequential programs. However, a
direct extension of the Impact algorithm to concurrent programs
is bound to be inefficient as it has to explore all thread
interleavings, which leads to control-state explosion. To this end,
we present a new algorithm that combines a new, symbolic form
of partial-order reduction with Impact. Our algorithm carries
out the dependence analysis on-the-fly while constructing the
abstraction and is thus able to deal precisely with dynamic
dependencies arising from accesses to tables or pointers — a
setting where classical static partial-order reduction techniques
struggle. We have implemented the algorithm in a prototype
tool that analyses concurrent C program with POSIX threads
and evaluated it on a number of benchmark programs. To our
knowledge, this is the first application of an Impact-like algorithm
to concurrent programs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Concurrent software is gaining importance owing to the
advent of power-efficient multi-core architectures. Model
checking for concurrent software is thus one of the most pressing problems facing the verification community. Concurrent
software in C/C++ is usually written using mainstream APIs
such as POSIX, or via a combination of language and library
support as in Java. Typically, multiple threads are spawned—
either up-front or dynamically—which communicate via shared
variables. While software verification generally has to cope
with data state explosion, threads introduce the problem of
state explosion due to the need of keeping track of a plethora
of thread interleavings.
Lazy abstraction with interpolants [1], also known as the
Impact algorithm, has emerged as one of the most efficient
algorithms for addressing the data state explosion problem for
sequential programs. Impact unwinds the control-flow graph
of the program in the form of an abstract reachability tree.
Whenever the exploration arrives at an error state, the nodes
on the error path are annotated with invariants that prove
infeasibility of the error path. The crux of the algorithm is
a covering check that allows the algorithm to soundly stop
the unwinding and terminate with a correctness proof of the
program. The underlying observation is that tree nodes represent
sets of program states which are related by subset relations.
Roughly, a node w labeled with x > 0 “contains” a node v
labeled with x > 1. If we have established that the superset
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main()
assume(i!=j);
v[i]=0; v[j]=0;
pthread_create(T1 );
pthread_create(T2 );
pthread_join(T1 );
pthread_join(T2 );
assert(v[j] ∏ 0);
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thread T1

thread T2

A : v[i]=1;
B : v[i]=v[i]+1;
C : v[i]=v[j];

a : v[j]=-2;
b : v[j]=v[j]+1;
c : v[i]=v[i]+1;
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Fig. 1: An example program (top) and its complete interleaving
(left) and reduced interleaving semantics (right).
node w cannot be on an error path, we do not need to search
for an error path from subset node v . This combination of lowcost program unwindings combined with path-based refinement
and covering checks gives rise to an efficient software model
checking algorithm.
However, the original Impact algorithm has been devised
for sequential code only. A direct extension of Impact to
multi-threaded programs amounts to an enumeration of thread
interleavings. Let us illustrate this with the example program
with two threads given in Figure 1. On the left-hand side of the
figure, the state graph with the complete set of interleavings is
shown. Note that there is a diamond-shaped structure where
program paths merge, e.g., executing instruction A and then a
leads to the same state as executing a first and then A , making
certain sequences of instructions redundant. This situation is
very common in multi-threaded programs.
Impact produces the full program unwinding, as the exploration of the abstract tree has to reach an error location to
discover the right invariants. The algorithm may find identical
invariants for redundant paths, but this does not prune the
abstract exploration, as, at that point, the program paths have
already been completely unwound.
Force cover, an optimization of Impact, improves this
situation by giving Impact the power to discover that certain
program executions merge without fully exploring the paths
to the error location. This reduces the number of paths to
be explored. On our example, the application of force covers
results in a tree of a similar size as the graph on the left-hand
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side of Figure 1. In particular, even with force covers, Impact
still explores all thread interleavings in our example, which
can be prohibitively expensive.
A a
A principal method to reduce
b
B a
the number of interleavings in
C a
b
c
the exploration of concurrent proa
b
c
A
grams is partial-order reduction
C
c
B
(POR) [2]–[5]. The right-hand
b
C
side of Figure 1 shows an exploc
C
ration reduced by means of partialorder reduction. A key contribution
Fig. 2: Impact with POR
of this paper is a novel combinaand force cover
tion of Impact with POR, which
produces the abstract tree shown in Figure 2. Impact with force
cover alone explores a tree with five further nodes, as it does
not know in advance that the executions merge, while partialorder reduction is able to discover this earlier. Discovering
redundant paths early on during the exploration is crucial to
avoid path explosion.
Contributions:
• We present an extension of the Impact algorithm to
concurrent software.
• We show how to combine partial-order reduction with
Impact. Due to a subtle interplay between node coverings
and POR, obtaining a sound verification procedure is nontrivial. To this end, we give a general framework to prove
such combinations correct, and an algorithm based on
this framework which combines Impact with monotonic
partial-order reduction [6].
• We compare the effect of partial-order reduction and force
covers; our conjecture is that the two techniques yield
orthogonal benefits and are best combined.
We present background and basic definitions in Section II.
We develop a variant of the Impact algorithm for concurrent
software in Section III. We present a combination of partialorder reduction and Impact in Section IV. Experimental results
are discussed in Section V.

We characterize program data in terms of formulas in
standard first-order logic. We denote the set of well-formed
formulas over symbols ß by F (ß). For a given formula F we
denote the set of formulas over the same symbols by F (F ).
Let V be the vocabulary that represents the program variables.
A state formula is a formula in F (V ) and represents a set of
global states. A transition formula, from now on, typically
denoted by the letter R , is a formula in F (V [ V 0 ).
Formally, we model a program as a pair (init, T ) where
init 2 F (V ) is the initial-state predicate, and T a finite set of
threads. We assume that the set of threads is endowed with
some total order <. A thread T 2 T is a tuple T = (L, l i , l , A)
consisting of a finite set of control locations L , an initial location
l i 2 L , an error location l , and a set of actions A . An action is a
0
pair a = (l , N ) 2 L £2F (V [V )£L , consisting of a current location
l and a set of successor control locations l 0 , each associated with
a transition constraint. An assignment l 1 : x=y+1; l 2 : . . .
is represented as (l 1 , {(x 0 = y + 1 ^ y 0 = y; l 2 )}). An assertion
l 1 : assert(x<y); l 2 : . . . becomes an action (l 1 , {(x ∏ y ^
x 0 = x ^ y 0 = y, l ), (x < y ^x 0 = x ^ y 0 = y, l 2 )}), which enters the
error location l if the condition is violated. Sets of successors
are used to represent branching control flow, e.g., the encoding
of the if-statement l 1 : if(x==1) goto l 3 ; l 2 : . . . is
(l 1 , {(x = 1 ^ x 0 = x, l 3 ), (x 6= 1 ^ x 0 = x, l 2 )}).
We write L(T ) and A(T ) to denote the locations and actions
of a thread. For an action a = (l , N ) 2 A(T ) of thread T , action
a is enabled at location l and at global location l if a is enabled
at lT . We assume that exactly one action aT,l of any given T
is enabled at any location l 2 L .
The control-flow graph C FG T = (l i , E ) of thread T =
(L, l i , l , A) is defined by entry node l i and edges E =
S
0
0
a2A(T ) E a where E a = {(l , l ) 2 L £ L | a = (l , N ), (R, l ) 2 N }.
The control-flow nodes are topologically ordered. We say that
an action a induces a back edge if E a contains a back edge.
We say that an action a = (l , N ) 2 T is enabled at a state
if a is enabled at global location l(s). We denote the enabled
actions at a state s by enabled(s). We assume that an action
a = (l , N ) defines a total function {s 2 S | a 2 enabled(s)} ! S
on all program states for which it is enabled.
II. BASIC D EFINITIONS
For ease of notation, we identify a with this function and
Program semantics: We consider a concurrent program write a(s) to denote the successor of a state s under action a .
Invariants and Correctness Proofs: A program path º is a
P composed of a finite set of threads T , which communicate
sequence (l0 , T0 , a 0 , l1 ) . . . (lN °1 , T N °1 , a N °1 , lN ). For a thread T ,
by performing operations on shared variables.
A state of a concurrent system consists of the local states and l , l 0 2 L(T ) with l 6= l 0 , we write l @ l 0 if there exists a
0
S local of each thread, i.e., the value of the thread’s program program path from l to l .
A path is an error path if l0 is the vector of initial
counter given by a program location l 2 L and values of the
local variables of the thread, and of the shared states S shared , locations for all threads, and lN °1 contains an error location
i.e., values for communication objects such as locks, tables and of a thread. We denote by F (º) the sequence of formulas
(0)
(N °1)
(0)
the like. Thus, we have a global state space S = S shared £ S local . init ^ R 0 , . . . R N °1 obtained by shifting each R i i Vtime
(i )
A global control location is a function l : T ! L from threads frames into the future. We say that º is feasible if R i
V (i )
to control locations. Let LG be the set of global control locations. is logically satisfiable. A solution to R i corresponds to a
The global location in state s is denoted by l(s). For a given program execution assigning values to the program variables
global location l and thread T , we write lT as a shorthand at each execution step. The program is said to be safe if all
for l(T ). By l[T 7! l ], we denote the global location where the error paths are infeasible.
An inductive invariant is a mapping I : LG ! F (V ) such
location of thread T maps to l , while the locations for all other
threads T 0 remain unchanged.
that init ) I (li ) and for all locations l 2 LG , all threads T 2 T ,
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and actions a = (l , R, l 0 ) 2 T in thread T enabled in l, we
have I (l) ^ R ) I (l[T 7! l 0 ]). A safety invariant is an inductive
invariant with I (l) ¥ False for all error locations l. If there is a
safety invariant the program is safe.
Interpolants: In case a path is infeasible, an explanation
can be extracted in the form of an interpolant. To this end, we
define sequent interpolants [7]. A sequent interpolant for formulas A 1 , . . . , A N , is a sequence Ab1 , . . . , AbN where the first formula
is equivalent to true Ab1 ¥ True, the last formula is equivalent to
false AbN ¥ False, consecutive formulas imply each other, i.e.,
for all i 2 {1, . . . , N }, Abi °1 ^ A i ) Abi , and, the i -th sequent is a
formula over the common symbols of its prefix and postfix, i.e.,
for all i 2 {1, . . . N }, Abi 2 F (A 1 , . . . , A i ) \ F (A i +1 , . . . , A N ). For
certain theories, quantifier-free interpolants can be generated
for inconsistent, quantifier-free sequences A 1 , . . . , A N [7].

and only if the node itself or any of its ancestors has a label
implied by another node’s label at the same control location.
To obtain a proof from an ART, the ART needs to fulfill
certain conditions, summarized in the following definition:

III. I MPACT A LGORITHM FOR C ONCURRENT P ROGRAMS

Proof As in [1], the labeling immediately gives a safety
W
invariant M , M (l0 ) = {¡(v) | l(v) = l0 }.

We now present an extension of the original Impact algorithm
to concurrent programs. The algorithm returns either a safety
invariant for a given program, finds a counterexample or
diverges (the verification problem is undecidable). To this
end, the algorithm constructs an abstraction of the program in
the form of an abstract reachability tree, which corresponds to
a program unwinding annotated with invariants.

Definition 3.2 (Safe ART): Let A = (V, ≤, !, .) be an ART.
• A is well-labeled if the labeling is inductive, i.e.,
8(v, T, R, w) 2!: l(v) = l(w) ^ ¡(v) ^ R ) ¡(w)0 and
compatible with covering, i.e., (v, w) 2 . : ¡(v) ) ¡(w)
and w not covered.
• A is complete if all of its nodes are covered, or have an
out-going edge for every action that is enabled at l.
• A is safe if all error nodes are labeled with False.
Theorem 3.3: If there is a safe, complete, well-labeled ART
of program P , the program is safe.

A. Concurrent Impact with Full Interleaving

The concurrent version of the I MPACT algorithm we describe
next (Algorithm 1) constructs an ART by alternating three
different operation on nodes: E XPAND, R EFINE, and C LOSE.
At all times, the algorithm maintains the invariant that the tree
is well-labeled and safe, i.e., to produce a correctness proof
Definition 3.1 (ART): An abstract reachability tree (ART) the algorithm needs to make the tree complete.
A for program P is a tuple (V, ≤, !, .) consisting of a tree
To keep track of nodes where the tree is incomplete,
with nodes V , root node ≤ 2 V , edges !µ V 2 , and a covering uncovered leaf nodes are kept in a work list Q .
relation . µ V 2 between tree nodes such that:
E XPAND takes an uncovered leaf node and computes its
successors. To this end, it iterates over all threads. For every
• every nodes v 2 V is labeled with a tuple (l, ¡) consisting
of a current global control location l, and a state formula enabled action, it creates a fresh tree node w , and sets its
0
¡. We write l(v) and ¡(v) to denote the control location location to the control successor l given by the action. To
ensure
that
the
labeling
is
inductive,
the formula ¡(w) is set to
and annotation, respectively, of node v .
True
.
Then
the
new
node
is
added
to
the work list Q . Finally,
• edges correspond to program actions, and tree branching
a
tree
edge
is
added
(Line
23),
which
records the step from v
represents both branching in the control flow within a
to
w
and
the
transition
formula
R
.
Note
that if w is an error
thread and thread interleaving. Formally, an edge is a tuple
location,
the
labeling
is
not
safe;
in
which
case, we need to
(v, T, R, w) where v, w 2 V , T 2 T , and R the transition
refine
the
labeling,
invoking
operation
R
EFINE
.
constraint of the corresponding action.
T
R EFINE takes an error node v and, detects if the error
We write v ! w if there exists an edge (v, T, R, w) 2!. We
path is feasible and, if not, restores a safe tree labeling. First,
denote by
the transitive closure of !.
it determines if the unique path º from the initial node to
To put abstract reachability trees to work for proving program v is feasible by checking satisfiability of F (º). If F (º) is
correctness for unbounded executions, we need a criterion to satisfiable, the solution gives a counterexample in the form
prune the tree without missing any error paths. This role is of a concrete error trace, showing that the program is unsafe.
assumed by the covering relation ..
Otherwise, an interpolant is obtained, which is used to refine
Intuitively, the purpose of node labels is to represent the labeling. Note that strengthening the labeling may destroy
inductive invariants, i.e., over-approximations of sets of states, the well-labeledness of the ART. To recover it, pairs w . v i
and the covering relation is the equivalent of a subset relation for strengthened nodes v i are deleted from the relation, and
between nodes. Suppose that two nodes v, w share the same the node w is put into the work list again.
control location, and ¡(v) implies ¡(w). If there was a feasible
C LOSE takes a node v and checks if v can be added to the
error path from v , there would be a feasible error path from w . covering relation. As potential candidates for pairs v .w , it only
Therefore, if we can find a safety invariant for w , we do not considers nodes created before v , denoted by the set V ¡v ( V .
need to explore successors of v , as ¡(v) is at least as strong This is to ensure stable behavior, as covering in arbitrary order
as the already sufficient invariant ¡(w).
may uncover other nodes, which may not terminate. Thus
Note that, therefore, if w is safe, all nodes in the subtree only for uncovered nodes w 2 V ¡v , it is checked if l(w) = l(v)
rooted in v are safe as well. Therefore, a node is covered if and ¡(v) implies ¡(w). If so, (v, w) is added to the covering
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Algorithm 1 Impact with support for concurrent programs
1: procedure MAIN()
Q := {≤}, . := ;
2:
3:
while Q =
6 ; do
4:
select and remove v from Q
5:
C LOSE(v)
6:
if v not covered then
7:
if er r or (v) then
8:
R EFINE(v)
9:
E XPAND(v)
10:
return P is safe
11:
12: procedure EXPAND(v )
13:
for T 2 T do
14:
E XPAND - THREAD(T, v)

15: procedure EXPAND - THREAD(T, v )
(l, ¡) := v
16:
17:
for (l , N ) 2 A(T ) with lT = l do
18:
for (R, l 0 ) 2 N do
w := fresh node
19:
20:
l(w) := l[T !
7 l 0]
21:
¡(w) := True
22:
Q := Q [ {w}, V := V [ {w}
23:
!:=! [{(v, T, R, w)}
24:
25: procedure CLOSE(v )
26:
for w 2 V ¡v : w uncovered do
27:
if l(v) = l(w) ^ ¡(v) ) ¡(w) then
. := . [ {(v, w)}
28:
29:
. := . \ {(x, y) 2 . | v
y}

relation .. To restore well-labeling, all pairs (x, y) where y is
a descendant of v , denoted by v y , are removed from ., as
v and all its descendants are covered.
M AIN first initializes the queue with the initial node ≤, and
the relation . with the empty set. It then runs the main loop of
the algorithm until Q is empty, i.e., until the ART is complete,
unless an error is found which exits the loop. In the main loop,
a node is selected from Q . First, C LOSE is called to try and
cover it. If the node is not covered and it is an error node,
R EFINE is called. Finally, the node is expanded, unless it was
covered, and evicted from the work list.
An important optimization of the algorithm is another
subroutine, called force cover. Initially, all new nodes are
labeled with invariant True. Therefore, they will not be covered
by an existing node with a non-trivial invariant, although this
may be a permissible labeling. To check coverage, force cover
finds the nearest common ancestor of two nodes and then
checks the characteristic formula to the new node to see if
the invariant of the other node also holds at the new node.
Beyer [8] showed that this optimization is essential for the
performance of Impact.
Wrapping up the extension of the original Impact algorithm
to concurrent programs: the single control location becomes
a vector, and the EXPAND routine enumerates all possible
interleavings. This algorithm is very inefficient in its basic
form: due to the full interleaving semantics, the number of
global control locations grows very quickly. We shall amend
this in the next section.
IV. PARTIAL O RDER R EDUCTION

30: procedure REFINE(v )
31:
if v not error node or ¡(v) ¥ False then
32:
return
33:
º := v 0 , . . . v N path from ≤ to v
34:
if F (º) has interpolant A 0 . . . A N then
35:
for i = 0 . . . N do
36:
¡ := A °i
i
37:
if ¡(v i ) 6Õ ¡ then
38:
Q := Q [ {w | w . v i }
39:
. := . \ {(w, v i ) | w . v i }
40:
¡(v i ) := ¡(v i ) ^ ¡
41:
for w 2 V s.t. w v do
42:
C LOSE(w)
43:
else
44:
abort (program unsafe)

Recall that the soundness proof of the original I MPACT
algorithm rests on three pillars, namely: completeness, safety
and well-labeledness of ARTs. However, partial order reduction
clashes with the original completeness criterion of I MPACT
that requires the very thing we aim to avoid: full expansion of
all thread interleavings. Thus we need a new soundness proof
and, in particular, a weaker completeness criterion, to combine
abstraction with partial-order reduction.
To this end, we introduce the new concept of ¶-completeness,
which is parameterized with an exploration strategy via a set of
program paths ¶, and gives a systematic framework to combine
abstraction with partial-order reduction. Based on this concept,
we also present the dPOR-I MPACT algorithm, which explores
monotonic paths and produces ¶mono -complete ARTs.
Before we come to ¶-completeness and dPOR-I MPACT, we
first need to review some basic POR concepts and notation.
A. Independence and Mazurkiewicz Equivalence
Partial-order reduction is based on the notion of independence of actions. Intuitively, two actions are independent if
they commute and we can execute them in any order:
Definition 4.1 (Independence): Two actions a1 and a2 are
independent, denoted by a1 || a 2 , if for all states s 2 S
where a1 and a2 are co-enabled, i.e., a1 , a2 2 enabled(l(s)),
we have a1 (a2 (s)) = a2 (a1 (s))). Otherwise, we say that they
are dependent and write a1 || a2 .
Partial-order reduction techniques are based on finding a representative subset of the interleavings avoiding the exploration
of all equivalent interleavings, i.e., interleavings that lead to
equivalent orderings of actions. This leads to the notion of
Mazurkiewicz equivalence [9]:

Performing a thread interleaving at every step would be
prohibitively expensive. Impact needs some way of reducing
interleaving. Therefore, we present an algorithm that combines
partial-order reduction with the Impact algorithm. A very Definition 4.2 (Mazurkiewicz equivalence): Two program
simple kind of partial order reduction is to only allow inter- paths are Mazurkiewicz equivalent if they result from exchangleaving when shared-variable accesses occur, however a much ing the order of two independent actions.
stronger reduction is possible in many cases. In this section,
We call a set of program paths ¶ representative if it contains a
we consider a more advanced partial exploration strategy
representative path for every Mazurkiewicz equivalence class.
that generates monotonic program paths ¶mono , wherein
An example for a representative set of program paths are
consecutive independent actions only occur in the order of
increasing thread ids [6].
the monotonic program paths, which are defined as follows:
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l2

l3

l4

v0

v1

u2

v3

v4

v2

Fig. 3: Path correspondence. Rounded rectangles represent ART
nodes v 0 , . . . , v 4 and u 2 . We have u 2 .v 2 . The gray arrows depict
ART edges. The path l 0 . . . l 5 is a control flow path.
Definition 4.3 (Monotonic paths): A program path º =
(l0 , T0 , a 0 , l1 ) . . . (lN °1 , T N °1 , a N °1 , lN ) is monotonic if for all
i , j 2 {0, . . . , N ° 1} with i < j , a i || a j and Ti > T j , we have
j 6= i + 1. Let ¶mono be the set of monotonic program paths.
B. ¶-completeness

Ti , a i

li
vi

Ti , a i

li +1
u i +1

.

Ti +1 , a i +1
v i +1

Ti +1 , a i +1

li +2
v i +2

Fig. 4: Illustration of Definition 4.4. The diagram shows a
fragment of an ART A with notation for the nodes of the
definition. The dashed line represents a covering edge.
A ¶-complete, safe, well-labeled ART constitutes a proof
of program correctness, as stated in the following proposition:
Proposition 4.6: Let P be a program. Let ¶ be a representative
set of program paths. Assume that A is safe, well-labeled and
¶-complete. Then program P is safe.

We will say that an ART A is ¶-complete with respect
to a set of program paths ¶ if each path º 2 ¶ is covered C. Abstraction Algorithm
by A . Intuitively, a program path is covered if there exists a
We now combine POR with I MPACT. The obvious starting
corresponding sequence of nodes in the tree, where correspondpoint is to modify the E XPAND function in Algorithm 1. We
ing means that it visits the same control locations and takes
first introduce the modified expansion function E XPAND⌃ .
the same actions. In absence of covers, the matching between
However, changing only the expansion function turns out to
control paths and sequences of nodes is straightforward.
be insufficient. Due to a subtle interplay between coverings
However, a path of the ART may end in a covered node. For
and POR, the resulting algorithm does not guarantee ¶mono example, consider the path l0 . . . l5 in Figure 3. While prefix
completeness, and is unsound, which we illustrate with a small
l0 l1 l2 can be matched by node sequence v 0 v 1 u 2 , node u 2 is
example. We then describe a method to fix this problem and
covered by node v 2 , formally u 2 . v 2 . But how we can match
present Algorithm 2, a sound variant of Impact with POR.
the remainder of the path? We are stuck at node u 2 , a leaf with
First, we change E XPAND such that only monotonic paths
no out-going edges. Our solution is to allow the corresponding
are unwound. To this end, instead of expanding all threads
sequence to “climb up” the covering order . to a more abstract
at a node, E XPAND⌃ first checks if expanding with T yields
node, here we climb from u 2 to v 2 . Node v 2 in turn must have
a non-monotonic program path. This check is carried out in
a corresponding out-going edge, as it cannot be covered and
function S KIP⌃ for given node v and thread T . Function S KIP⌃
its control location is also l2 . Finally, the corresponding node
analyses the thread T 0 and action a 0 executed by the parent u
sequence for l0 . . . l4 is v 0 . . . v 4 .
of v , and returns true if the thread T is smaller than T < T 0
Figure 4 illustrates the formalization of our notion of path
and action a 0 is independent of a .
correspondence. On top of the figure, we depict a fragment
of a program path with locations l i , l i +1 and l i +2 , and, at Algorithm 2 dPOR-I MPACT
the bottom, the corresponding path which climbs from node
1: procedure E XPAND⌃ (v )
u i +1 to node v i +1 where u i +1 and v i +1 are both at location
2:
for T 2 T with ¬S KIP⌃ (v, T ) do
3:
E XPAND - THREAD(T, v)
l(ui +1 ) = l(v i +1 ) = li +1 and u i +1 . v i +1 . A corresponding path
4:
is allowed to climb up not only at one position i but at any
5: procedure S KIP⌃ (v, T )
T 0 ,a 0
position i (or none) and at arbitrarily many positions.
6:
choose °unique T 0°, a 0 s.t. u ! v
¢¢
0
7:
return T < T ^ ACTION(v, T ) || a 0 ^ ¬L OOP(u, T 0 )
This notion is formalized in the following definition:

Definition 4.4 (Corresponding paths & path cover): Consider a program P . Let A be an ART for P and let
º = (l0 , T0 , a 0 , l1 ) . . . (lN °1 , T N °1 , a N °1 , lN ) be a program path.
A corresponding path for º in A is a sequence v 0 , . . . , v n in
A such that, for all i 2 {0, . . . , N ° 1}, l(v i ) = li , and

8:
9: procedure C LOSE⌃ (v )
10:
for w 2 V ¡v : w uncovered do
11:
if l(v) = l(w) ^ ¡(v) ) ¡(w) then
12:
. := (. [ {(v, w)}) \ {(x, y) 2 . | v
y}
T,...
T,...
13:
for T with v ! v 0 and not w ! w 0 do
14:
E XPAND - THREAD(T, w)

Ti ,a i

9u i +1 2 V : v i ! u i +1 ^ (u i +1 = v i +1 _ u i +1 . v i +1 )

A program path º is covered by A if there exists a corresponding path v 0 , . . . , v n in A .
We are now ready to define our new completeness criterion:
Definition 4.5 (¶-completeness): Let P be a program and ¶
a set of program paths. ART A for P is ¶-complete if every
path º 2 ¶ is covered by A .
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Intuitively, two writes to the same variable are dependent,
a read and a write to the same variable are dependent, but
two reads to the same variable are independent. Two actions
a and a 0 are independent, denoted by a || a 0 , if R a \ Wa 0 =
; ^ Wa \ (R a 0 [ Wa 0 ) = ; where R a and R a 0 are the variables
being read, and, Wa and Wa 0 the variables being written.
Additionally, we introduce function L OOP to detect controlflow loops. Function L OOP(u, T ) returns true if action a = (l , N )
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of T at node u induces a back edge in the thread’s control
flow. This completes our discussion of E XPAND⌃ .

D. Conditional Dependence

We now describe how to deal with aliasing in presence of
As mentioned before, just modifying E XPAND yields an un- pointers and shared tables. This leads to dynamic dependencies
sound algorithm that does not guarantee ¶mono -completeness. determined by the execution state, e.g., when dereferencing
Consider the example program below. Note that to violate pointers, the dependence relation is determined by pointer
the assertion, the context switch between the two threads aliasing. Two pointer variables may point to the same location
has to happen right after T1 has executed x=1. However, the leading to a dependency, or to disjoint locations. When
covering between the left and the right (2, 0)-node prevents this accessing tables via indices, dependencies may arise when
expansion, leading to an ART that is not ¶mono -complete. two threads access the same position in a table, which depends
In particular, the counterexample path is not covered by on the value of the indexing variable.
Dynamic dependencies can be accommodated in our framethe resulting ART, i.e., there is no corresponding path, as
assert(x==0) is not expanded at the covering (2, 0)-node. work by considering so-called conditional dependence between
actions [2]. Effectively, the dependence relation, which was a
§
binary relation between actions until now, becomes a ternary
1, 0
0, 0
T1
T2
relation, such that dependencies are triples consisting of a state
0: if(*)
0: assert(x==0);
§
x=1
1:
x=1;
1:
and two actions. When carrying out partial-order reduction,
2: x=0;
2, 0
2, 0
the ART is built in the same way as before, except that the
3:
assert(x==0) X
.
x=0
dependency check takes into account the aliasing information.
the counterexample is
Computation of the aliasing information can be carried out
2, 1
3, 0
T1 : *, T1 : x=1;, T2 : assert(x==0)
by simply inspecting the history of the state. However, note that
To guarantee ¶mono -completeness, we modify C LOSE to covering produces nodes that represent states with potentially
carry out expansions at the covering node, so-called cover different histories. Hence, if aliasing information is used to
expansions – yielding function C LOSE⌃ . We consider actions prune expansions, this alias information must also be annotated
that would have been expanded at the covered node, had in the node labels, to ensure soundness. This can be achieved
there been no cover. These actions are now expanded in the as follows: we carry out a simple aliasing analysis along the
covering node. In our example, this results in an expansion history of a node, if we find that there is no aliasing (and
of assert(x==0) on the right (2, 0)-node, which triggers a hence no dependence), we refine the nodes along the path with
refinement that uncovers the left (2, 0)-node and reveals the inductive invariants that enforce absence of the alias. For a pair
of accesses, we define an alias expression al i as , such that the
counterexample in the next step.
expression becomes true if and only if the two accesses go
This combination of E XPAND⌃ and C LOSE⌃ guarantees to the same address. The construction of alias expressions for
¶mono -completeness, as proved in the following lemma, which typical array accesses is described, e.g., in [6].
also establishes the correctness of dPOR-Impact:
For illustration, consider the example in Figure 1. For the
Lemma 4.7: If Algorithm 2 reports that the program is safe, path a A , we need to check independence of the access v[i]=2
and v[j]=-2, which gives the alias expression i = j . Let º be
the computed ART A is ¶mono -complete.
the path to the node at which we check the alias relation, in our
example
a A . The accesses are independent if the conjunction
Proof We need to show that every path º 2 ¶mono is covered
of
path
formula
and alias expression F (º) ^ al i as (|º|°1) is
by A . We carry out a proof by induction on the length N = |º|
of º. The base case for N = 1 is trivial. Assume that N ∏ 2 unsatisfiable. In our example, this formula is unsatisfiable, due
and that every path of length at most N ° 1 is covered. Let to the assume statement in line 1 of main, and the nodes
º = (l0 , T0 , a 0 , l1 ) . . . (lN °1 , T N °1 , a N °1 , lN ) 2 ¶pm be a path of along the path are refined with the interpolant i 6= j , and we
length N . We need to prove that there exists a corresponding can make the reduction depicted in the figure.
path v 0 , . . . , v N that meets the criteria of Definition 4.4.
V. E XPERIMENTS
By induction hypothesis, there exists a corresponding path

v 0 0 , . . . , v 0 N °1 for the length N ° 1 prefix of º. As º 2 ¶mono ,
0
0
we have that S KIP⌃ (v N
°1 , T N °1 ) = F al se . Hence, if v N °1 is

not covered, it will be expanded yielding a suitable successor
0
vN
, and choosing v i = v i0 for all i 2 {1, . . . , N } we are done. So
let us assume that v N °1 is covered. Then there exists v N °1
distinct from v N °1 such that v N °1 . v N °1 and v N °1 is not
covered. It could be that S KIP⌃ (v N °1 , T N °1 ) = Tr ue , however
0
the covering v N
°1 . v N °1 must result from an invocation of
C LOSE⌃ , forcing expansion of T N °1 at v N °1 and thus yields
a suitable successor v N . Thus we choose v i = v 0 i for i 2
0
{1, . . . , N ° 2}, v N °1 and v N as above, and u N °1 = v N
°1 .
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We have implemented the techniques described in this
paper in a prototype tool, called I MPARA, a software model
checker for concurrent C programs with POSIX or WIN32
threads. Experiments were run on an Intel Xeon machine
with 8 cores at 3.07 GHz with 50 GB RAM. The timeout is 900 s and the memory limit is 15 GB. We make
the implementation and detailed results available online at
http://www.cprover.org/concurrent-impact/ for evaluation.
Comparison with Other Tools: We compare the performance of I MPARA 0.2 with the tools CBMC 4.5 [10]
(bounded model checking with partial-order encoding), ESBMC 1.20 [11] (bounded model checking, POR and state
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program
dekker
lamport
peterson
szymanski
read_write_u
read_write_s
time_var_mutex
stack_u
stack_s

safe
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
n
y

CBMC
0.6§
12.4§
0.2§
0.5§
0.2
0.4
0.2
1.0
33.5

ESBMC
2.2§
18.1§
2.0§
4.7§
TO
TO
110.3
TO
TO

S ATA BS
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.8
95.4
TO
TO

T HREADER
TO
38.1
4.8
13.5
58.4
58.1
4.3
80.6
250.1

I MPARA
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.9
0.1
0.5
38.8

TABLE I: I MPARA vs. other tools on competition benchmarks
hashing), T HREADER 0.92 [12] (predicate abstraction and
thread-modular reasoning), and S ATA BS 3.1 [13] (SAT-based
predicate abstraction).
To this end, we use the concurrency benchmarks from
the Second Competition on Software Verification [14], which
includes typical mutual exclusion protocols, such as Dekker,
Peterson, Szymanski and Lamport, as well as programs that
manipulate concurrent data structures.
Some benchmarks contain unbounded loops, which can be
handled by I MPARA, S ATA BS and T HREADER, while CBMC
and ESBMC require an unwinding limit, which we set to 6, the
maximum among the bounded loops. Partial loop exploration
is marked with a star superscript at the respective running time.
We observe that I MPARA shows promising performance
compared to the other tools, despite its prototype status. The
running time for selected benchmarks are given in Table I.
Each program contains assertions to be verified. Column “safe”
indicates if the respective program is safe.
I MPARA 0.2 uses CBMC 4.5 as a front end. The back
end, including the symbolic-execution engine, was written
from scratch. To focus the implementation effort on the
concurrency aspect, we use syntactic weakest preconditions
as an interpolation procedure. For many typical concurrency
benchmarks, weakest preconditions give sufficient invariants.
However, we anticipate that leveraging a more advanced
interpolation procedure could further improve performance.
We have implemented optimizations to speed up the frequently occurring cover checks. In a cascaded approach, we
first use syntactic checks to cover trivial implications that can
be resolved syntactically, e.g., x > 0 ^ y > 0 trivially implies
y > 0. Then we look up the implication in a table. Finally, if
that fails, we invoke a SMT solver to check implication.
Benchmarks Using Weak Memory Consistency: The
presented algorithm assumes interleaving semantics. Modern
multi-core architectures, however, implement weaker consistency models, and therefore permit additional behaviors. Our
technique can be extended to support popular consistency
models including TSO (x86), PSO, RMO and PowerPC by
combining it with the instrumentation proposed in [15].
The sql benchmark is a bug in PostgreSQL worker
synchronization that occurs on the PowerPC architecture. A
developer fix has also been found to be buggy. I MPARA is able
to verify the safe programs and find counterexamples except
for the PowerPC variant of the PostgreSQL benchmark where
the tool times out. We anticipate that this can be fixed by a
more aggressive expression simplification.
Effect of dPOR and Force Covers: To evaluate the benefit
of dynamic partial-order reduction, and to compare different
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program

safe

CBMC

SC
TSO
RMO
PSO
Power
fix_SC
fix_TSO
fix_PSO
fix_power

y
n
n
n
n
y
y
y
y

0.3
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

SC
TSO
Power
dev_fix_Power

y
y
n
n

1.8§
6.9§
824.9§
TO

ESBMC
Sober benchmark
1.2
X
TO
TO
TO
TO
1.3
X
TO
TO
TO
SQL benchmark
(X)
475.6§ X
(X)
TO
X
TO
TO
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

S ATA BS

T HREADER

I MPARA

0.3
2.6
2.5
1.4
1.4
0.4
5.5
5.6
5.6

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

120
ERR
ERR
ERR
ERR
120
ERR
ERR
ERR

FN

0.7
3.7
3.6
1.7
1.7
0.7
1.3
1.4
1.4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0.3
0.3
TO
17.7

X
X

1.7
3.25
ERR
ERR

FN
FN

0.4
0.5
TO
TO

X
X

FP

FN

TABLE III: I MPARA on weak memory benchmarks
combinations of force cover and partial-order reduction, we
experiment with four different configurations of I MPARA:
• sPOR: expands interleavings only when an action is
executed that operates on shared variables; the original
implementation of C LOSE is used.
• sPOR+FC: sPOR with force cover (FC).
• dPOR: dPOR-I MACT without force cover; this requires
the C LOSE⌃ function described in Sec. IV-C.
• dPOR+FC: dPOR with force cover.
Table II compares the four different configurations in terms
of their running time (“s” for seconds), number of nodes
(“|V |”) and number of cover checks that require an implication
check by an SMT solver (“impl”). Runs that have timed
out are recorded with “TO” in the time field, and all other
fields are filled with “–”. To quantify the penalty incurred
by cover expansions from C LOSE⌃ , we give the percentage
(“C”) of nodes resulting from cover expansions, e.g., 15%
for read_write_s and around 27% for safe Sober weakmemory examples (to save space, we omit detailed results
for weak memory benchmarks). Note that cover expansions
were crucial to find assertion violations in the weak-memory
benchmarks. For safe programs, we find that dPOR always
produces less nodes than sPOR despite cover expansions.
Clearly, all configurations beat sPOR. On the other hand, we
observe that POR and FC are complementary techniques. POR
removes redundancies arising from thread interleaving, while
FC covers thread-internal branching, e.g., from conditionals
and loops, as well as redundant thread interleavings. For the
latter, FC needs more unwindings than POR. For the smaller
examples, these additional unwindings are few, as paths remain
short, but the cost increases in larger programs. Comparing FC
and POR, we observe that POR tends to reduce the number
of necessary implications checks. This is because FC catches
redundant interleavings that are removed by POR, and because
it is a refinement technique, which triggers implication checks.
Again, the cost of implication checks increases with program
size, which can make POR scale better to larger problems.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Partial-order reduction (POR) [2]–[4] has been proposed
as a technique to combat state explosion by exploring only a
representative subset of all possible interleavings, and has been
implemented in the explicit-state model checkers SPIN [16] and
Verisoft [5]. Dynamic POR techniques [17], [18] are based on
the same concepts as classical static POR but capture dynamic
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dekker
lamport
peterson
szymanski
read_write_u
read_write_s
time_var_mutex
stack_u
stack_s

LOC
57
79
45
57
59
68
92
144
144

safe
y
y
y
y
n
y
y
n
y

s
1.3
9.6
0.7
2.3
5.4
75.2
0.2
TO
TO

sPOR
|V |

7407
36624
3155
13332
31786
109096
867
–
–

impl
9
223
55
14
23
148
4
–
–

s
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.3
1.0
7.0
0.2
TO
TO

sPOR+FC
|V |

504
4740
419
1059
7628
12932
867
–
–

impl
8
226
89
5
119
1457
6
–
–

s
0.1
1.0
0.3
0.2
1.6
5.0
0.2
3.1
TO

dPOR
impl
433
3
7418
149
1081
43
1264
5
18261
59
36777
129
435
3
2589
717
–
–
|V |

C

0%
54%
0%
0%
0%
14%
0%
0%
–

s
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.6
0.9
0.1
0.5
38.8

dPOR+FC
|V |
impl
331
2
1700
205
199
16
673
2
4899
53
7065
223
252
1
424
81
2037 4420

C

0%
13%
0%
0%
0%
15%
0%
0%
0%

TABLE II: Comparison of different configurations of I MPARA
dependencies induced by pointers on-the-fly during the statespace exploration.
Our monotone exploration strategy dPOR corresponds to the
one used in [6], where POR is applied to SMT-based bounded
model checking. The idea of cover expansions in function
C LOSE⌃ of our algorithm is inspired by a similar precaution
in stateful dynamic POR [19].
Cimatti et al. combine static POR with lazy abstraction [20]
to verify SystemC programs. There are several differences
to our approach: our POR technique aims at dynamic dependencies induced by pointers, we are using Impact rather
than predicate abstraction, and our approach is geared towards
multi-threaded programs rather than SystemC programs.
Gupta et al. combine predicate abstractions with threadmodular proof rules [21], [22] in a tool called T HREADER [23].
In the setting of single-threaded programs, the I MPACT algorithm has been re-implemented in a tool called W OLVERINE
and compared with S ATA BS [24]. Beyer et al. have developed
an approach where different invariant-generation techniques
can be combined in a configurable tool CPA-CHECKER [25],
together with techniques such as large block encoding [26].
Using CPA-CHECKER, they compare predicate abstraction
with Impact [8] and evaluate the effectiveness of force covers.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a new software model checking technique for concurrent programs based on lazy abstraction
with interpolants and partial-order reduction, which performs
very favorably compared to existing tools. In the future, we
would like to incorporate more advanced invariant-generation
techniques and investigate more aggressive POR techniques.
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